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A Dark History of Modern Philosophy
2017-08-14

this provocative reassessment of modern philosophy explores its nonrational dimensions and
connection to ancient mysteries delving beneath the principal discourses of philosophyfrom descartes
through kant bernard freydberg plumbs the previously concealed dark forces that ignite the inner
power of modern thought he contends that reason itself issues from an implicit and unconscious
suppression of the nonrational even the modern philosophical concerns of nature and limits are
undergirded by a dark side that dwells in them and makes them possible freydberg traces these dark
sources to the poetry of hesiod the fragments of heraclitus and parmenides and the platonic dialogues
and claims that they rear their heads again in the work of spinoza schelling and nietzsche freydberg
does not set forth a critique of modern philosophy but explores its intrinsic continuity with its ancient
roots

777
2015-04-12

our life is filled with possibilites as endless as the universe follow dark through the seven arrows the
seven theories and the seven elements to discover enlightenment leadership and freedom this is the
light that guides us all through the dark paths of our lives this is 777

Anti-Buddha
2019-09-01

anti buddha resembles yin yang in its thoughtful thinking however contrasting the traditional buddha
he decides to prevail over the dark and enigmatic side of this bipolar force immerse yourself into the
dazzling and self possessed mind of this dark character

Irrationality
2020-12-08

what every leader needs to know about dignity and how to create a culture in which everyone thrives
this landmark book from an expert in dignity studies explores the essential but under recognized role
of dignity as part of good leadership extending the reach of her award winning book dignity its
essential role in resolving conflict donna hicks now contributes a specific practical guide to achieving a
culture of dignity most people know very little about dignity the author has found and when leaders fail
to respect the dignity of others conflict and distrust ensue she highlights three components of leading
with dignity what one must know in order to honor dignity and avoid violating it what one must do to
lead with dignity and how one can create a culture of dignity in any organization whether corporate
religious governmental healthcare or beyond brimming with key research findings real life case
studies and workable recommendations this book fills an important gap in our understanding of how
best to be together in a conflict ridden world

Love in the Dark
2016-09-06

intimate love opens us up to suffering sacrifice and loss is it always worth the risk consulting
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philosophers writers and poets who draw insights from material life diane enns shines a light on the
limits of erotic love exploring its paradoxes through personal and philosophical reflections situating
experience at the center of her inquiry enns conducts philosophy by another name elaborating the
ambiguities and risks of love with visceral clarity love in the dark claims that intimacy must accept risk
as long as love does not destroy the self erotic love inspires an inexplicable affirmation of another but
can erode autonomy and vulnerability there is a limit to love and appreciating it requires a rethinking
of love s liberal paradigms which enns traces back to the hostility toward the body and eros in
christianity and the western philosophical tradition against a legacy of an abstract and sanitized love
enns recasts erotic attachment as an event linked to conditional circumstances the value of love lies in
its intensity and depth and its end does not negate love s truth or significance writing in a lyrical genre
defying style enns delineates the paradoxes of love in its relations to lust abuse suffering and grief to
reach an account faithful to human experience

Dark Philosophy
2018-11-18

dark poetry at times philosophical

Seeing Dark Things
2011-06-09

roy sorensen here defends the causal theory of perception by treating absences as causes he draws
heavily on common sense and psychology to vindicate the assumption that we directly perceive
absences

Dark Matters
2023-09-26

an intellectual history of the philosophers who grappled with the problem of evil and the case for why
pessimism still holds moral value for us today in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
philosophers engaged in heated debates on the question of how god could have allowed evil and
suffering in a creation that is supposedly good dark matters traces how the competing philosophical
traditions of optimism and pessimism arose from early modern debates about the problem of evil and
makes a compelling case for the rediscovery of pessimism as a source for compassion consolation and
perhaps even hope bringing to life one of the most vibrant eras in the history of philosophy mara van
der lugt discusses legendary figures such as leibniz hume voltaire rousseau kant and schopenhauer
she also introduces readers to less familiar names such as bayle king la mettrie and maupertuis van
der lugt describes not only how the earliest optimists and pessimists were deeply concerned with
finding an answer to the question of the value of existence that does justice to the reality of human
suffering but also how they were fundamentally divided over what such an answer should look like a
breathtaking work of intellectual history by one of today s leading scholars dark matters reveals how
the crucial moral aim of pessimism is to find a way of speaking about suffering that offers consolation
and does justice to the fragility of life

Philosophy, Film, and the Dark Side of Interdependence
2020-11-03

why might interdependence the idea that we are made up of our relations be horrifying philosophy film
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and the dark side of interdependence argues that philosophy can outline the contours of dark specter
of interdependence and that film can shine a light on its shadowy details together revealing a horror of
relations the contributors interrogate the question of interdependence through analyses of
contemporary film giving voice to new perspectives on its meaning conceived before and written
during the 2020 covid 19 pandemic and through a period of deep social unrest this volume reveals a
reality both perennial and timely

The Dark Tower and Philosophy
2018-10-16

the ivory tower takes on the dark tower as philosophers probe king s story of the battle of good versus
evil

Dark Side Philosophy
2018-09-21

this is the fourth book from sith academy a dark side school founded by the first real sith order on this
planet in this book we discuss the key ideas and thinkers that have guided our path to the dark side it
is based on years of experience research reflections and revelations as power seekers and dark lords
we publish these thoughts for acolytes on the path to sith mastery so they may learn of philosophies
not taught in any mundane light side school and in so doing arm themselves with explosive thought
bombs and gain unlimited intellectual power dark side philosophy contains our philosophies of power
politics evil war death magick metaphysics empire history the cosmos and more it discusses the nature
of the dark side the force and the philosophy of sithism it also contains the nine challenges that the
sith acolyte must complete to advance to the next level of sith training every dark lord must must
develop a philosophy that can withstand any attack and become a mighty weapon of conquest this
book is written to give the sith acolyte the tools to do just that are you ready to begin the dark lords
imperial year 8 month 1 september 2018

Understanding the Dark Side of Human Nature
2019-06-12

friedrich wilhelm joseph schelling is widely regarded as one of the most difficult and influential of
german philosophers in this book s j mcgrath not only makes schelling s ideas accessible to a general
audience he uncovers the romantic philosopher s seminal role as the creator of a concept which
shaped and defined late nineteenth and early twentieth century psychology the concept of the
unconscious mcgrath shows how the unconscious originally functioned in schelling s philosophy as a
bridge between nature and spirit before freud revised the concept to fit his psychopathology the
unconscious was understood largely along schellingian lines as primarily a source of creative power
schelling s life long effort to understand intuitive and non reflective forms of intelligence in nature
humankind and the divine has been revitalised by jungians as well as by archetypal and trans personal
psychologists with the new interest in the unconscious today schelling s ideas have never been more
relevant the dark ground of spirit will therefore be essential reading for those involved in
psychoanalysis analytical psychology and philosophy as well as anyone with an interest in the history
of ideas
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The Dark Ground of Spirit
2013-02-28

i m getting something says shawn assuming a look of intense concentration and pressing his fingertips
to the sides of his head shawn spencer uses lies pretense and distraction to get at the truth but can
pseudoscience and fakery really be so helpful and if they can be is it ethical to employ them psych and
philosophy takes an entertaining tour through the philosophical issues raised by a fake psychic can
faulty logic get to the truth quicker than good logic are other people to blame for shawn s deceptions
because they re more ready to credit him with supernatural powers than with superior natural powers
is instinct more important than smart thinking in police work and in life is it ethical to tell lies to
promote the truth and protect the public from criminals almost every episode of psych revolves around
a grisly death treated humorously by the repartee between shawn and gus the show has much to tell
us about human ways of coping with death as well as about the problem of justified knowledge the
ethics of law enforcement and the interaction of love friendship loyalty and professionalism

Psych and Philosophy
2013-06-17

a philosophical look at the twisted high tech near future of the sci fi anthology series black mirror
offering a glimpse of the darkest reflections of the human condition in digital technology black mirror
the emmy winning netflix series that holds up a dark digital mirror of speculative technologies to
modern society shows us a high tech world where it is all too easy to fall victim to ever evolving forms
of social control in black mirror and philosophy original essays written by a diverse group of scholars
invite you to peer into the void and explore the philosophical ethical and existential dimensions of
charlie brooker s sinister stories the collection reflects black mirror s anthology structure by pairing a
chapter with every episode in the show s five seasons including an interactive choose your own
adventure analysis of bandersnatch and concludes with general essays that explore the series broader
themes chapters address questions about artificial intelligence virtual reality surveillance privacy love
death criminal behavior and politics including have we given social media too much power over our
lives could heaven really one day be a place on earth should criminal justice and punishment be
crowdsourced what rights should a cookie have immersive engaging and experimental black mirror
and philosophy navigates the intellectual landscape of brooker s morality plays for the modern world
where humanity s greatest innovations and darkest instincts collide

Black Mirror and Philosophy
2019-12-03

this book takes the reader on a philosophical quest to understand the dark side of emotions the
chapters are devoted to the analysis of negative emotions and are organized in a historical manner
spanning the period from ancient greece to the present time each chapter addresses analytical
questions about specific emotions generally considered to be unfavorable and classified as negative
the general aim of the volume is to describe the polymorphous and context sensitive nature of negative
emotions as well as changes in the ways people have interpreted these emotions across different
epochs the editors speak of the dark side of the emotions because their goal is to capture the
ambivalent unstable and shadowy aspects of emotions a number of studies have taken the categorial
distinction between positive and negative emotions for granted suggesting that negative emotions are
especially significant for our psychological experience because they signal difficult situations for this
reason the editors stress the importance of raising analytical questions about the valence of particular
emotions and focussing on the features that make these emotions ambivalent how despite their
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negativity such emotions may turn out to be positive this opens up a perspective in which each emotion
can be understood as a complex interlacing of negative and positive properties the collection presents
a thoughtful dialogue between philosophy and contemporary scientific research it offers the reader
insight by illuminating the dark side of the emotions

The Dark Side: Philosophical Reflections on the “Negative
Emotions”
2021-04-02

why doesn t batman just kill the joker and end everyone s misery can we hold the joker morally
responsible for his actions is batman better than superman if everyone followed batman s example
would gotham be a better place what is the tao of the bat batman is one of the most complex
characters ever to appear in comic books graphic novels and on the big screen what philosophical
trials does this superhero confront in order to keep gotham safe combing through seventy years of
comic books television shows and movies batman and philosophy explores how the dark knight
grapples with ethical conundrums moral responsibility his identity crisis the moral weight he carries to
avenge his murdered parents and much more how does this caped crusader measure up against the
teachings of plato aristotle kant kierkegaard and lao tzu

Batman and Philosophy
2009-05-04

this short book engages the myriad dimensions of night through ancient rituals medieval storytelling
modern philosophy and futuristic images in order to explore the human experience of the after dark it
thereby tracks night through the prisms of its most fascinating practitioners namely those who keep
strange hours and navigate the various potentialities of nocturnal experience both of terror and
enchantment the thief s night the runaway s night the drunkard s night the insomniac s night the
revolutionary s night the lunatic s night the sorcerer s night undoubtedly each of these conceptual
figures provides a unique gateway into understanding the powerful sensorial effects of evening as well
as its vast connections to larger questions of time space fear nothingness desire death forgetting vision
secrecy criminality monstrosity and the body

Night
2019-12-14

recent decades have witnessed a major restoration of the sophists reputation revising the platonic and
aristotelian orthodoxies that have dominated the tradition still lacking is a full appraisal of the sophists
strategies of argumentation christopher w tindale corrects that omission in reason s dark champions
viewing the sophists as a group linked by shared strategies rather than by common epistemological
beliefs tindale illustrates that the sophists engaged in a range of argumentative practices in manners
wholly different from the principal ways in which plato and aristotle employed reason by examining
extant fifth century texts and the ways in which sophistic reasoning is mirrored by historians
playwrights and philosophers of the classical world tindale builds a robust understanding of sophistic
argument with relevance to contemporary studies of rhetoric and communication beginning with the
reception of the sophists in their own culture tindale explores depictions of the sophists in plato s
dialogues and the argumentative strategies attributed to them as a means of understanding the threat
sophism posed to platonic philosophical ambitions of truth seeking he also considers the nature of the
sophistical refutation and its place in the tradition of fallacy tindale then turns to textual examples of
specific argumentative practices mapping how sophists employed the argument from likelihood
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reversal arguments arguments on each side of a position and commonplace reasoning what emerges is
a complex reappraisal of sophism that reorients criticism of this mode of argumentation expands
understanding of sophistic contributions to classical rhetoric and opens avenues for further
scholarship

Reason's Dark Champions
2012-10-15

two concepts of special interest to contemporary theorists the gaze and the body approached in a fresh
and fascinating way

An Utterly Dark Spot
2000-07-12

features discussions of such issues as terrorism torture and homeland security this book suggests ways
for people in government to think more deeply judge more wisely and act more meaningfully it offers
practical steps for public servants to create spaces for citizen dialogue and engagement in public life

Governance in Dark Times
2008

this is the full color paperback edition of the fourth book from sith academy a dark side school founded
by the first real sith order on this planet in this book we discuss the key ideas and thinkers that have
guided our path to the dark side it is based on years of experience research reflections and revelations
as power seekers and dark lords we publish these thoughts for acolytes on the path to sith mastery so
they may learn of philosophies not taught in any mundane light side school and in so doing arm
themselves with explosive thought bombs and gain unlimited intellectual power dark side philosophy
contains our philosophies of power politics evil war death magick metaphysics empire history the
cosmos and more it discusses the nature of the dark side the force and the philosophy of sithism it also
contains the nine challenges that the sith acolyte must complete to advance to the next level of sith
training every dark lord must must develop a philosophy that can withstand any attack and become a
mighty weapon of conquest this book is written to give the sith acolyte the tools to do just that are you
ready to begin the dark lords imperial year 8 month 1 september 2018

Sith Academy
2018-10-11

in 1997 and 1998 the american secular philosopher richard rorty published a set of predictions about
the twenty first century ranging from the years 2014 95 he predicted for instance the election of a
strong man in the 2016 presidential race and the proliferation of gun violence starting in 2014 he
labels the years from 2014 44 the darkest years of american history politics and society from 2045 95
rorty thinks his own vision for social hope will be implemented within american society a vision that
includes charity in the pauline sense solidarity and sympathy rorty considers himself a leftist liberal
and a philosopher of hope so why would a philosopher of hope predict such darkness and despair in
the dark years philosophy politics and the problem of predictions philosopher and political theorist
jacob l goodson explains the fullness of rorty s predictions the problem of making predictions within
the social sciences and the reasons why even rorty s vision for life after the dark years fails us on the
standards of hope goodson argues that we ought to challenge the monopoly that american politics has
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as our object of hope goodson makes the case for a melancholic yet redemptive hope

The Dark Years?
2020-08-04

shadows appear to be counterexamples to the causal theory of perception after all an absence of light
cannot reflect light into our eyes roy sorensen sets out to resolve this anomaly and to show how the
causal theory solves a broad range of visual puzzles about dark things

Seeing Dark Things
2008

philosophers explain and criticize many controversial aspects of the ambitious new tv show his dark
materials

His Dark Materials and Philosophy
2020-07-14

a unique analysis of the conflicting views toward judaism reflected in the work of hegel and nietzsche
this brilliant and absorbing study examines the image of judaism and the jews in the work of two of the
most influential modern philosophers hegel and nietzsche hegel was a proponent of universal reason
and nietzsche was its opponent hegel was a christian thinker and nietzsche was a self proclaimed
antichrist hegel strove to bring modernity to its climax and nietzsche wanted to divert the evolution of
modernity into completely different paths in view of these conflicting attitudes and philosophical
projects how did each assess the historical role of the jews and their place in the modern world the
mature hegel partly overcame the fierce anti jewish attitude of his youth yet continued to see judaism
as the alienation of its own new principles post christian judaism no longer had a real history only a
contingent protracted existence and although modern jews deserved civil rights hegel saw no place for
them in modernity as jews nietzsche on the contrary who grew to be a passionate anti anti semite
admired diaspora jews for their power and depth and assigned them a role as jews in curing europe of
the decadent christian culture that their own ancestors the second temple jewish priests had inflicted
upon europe by begetting christianity the ancient corrupters of europe are thus to be its present
redeemers through his masterly analysis of the writings of hegel and nietzsche yovel shows that anti
jewish prejudice can exist alongside a philosophy of reason while a philosophy of power must not
necessarily be anti semitic

Dark Riddle
1998

dark feelings grim thoughts talks about the early work of camus and sartre including camus the
stranger the myth of sisyphus the plague and sartre s nausea no exit and the concepts of bad faith and
being for others

Dark Feelings, Grim Thoughts
2006-07-27

a set of ancient inscriptions on marble found forty years ago in southern italy recording details so
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bewildering that scholars have kept silent about them sensational new information about a group of
ancient philosophers who were so intensely practical that two and a half thousand years ago they
shaped our existence and the world we live in these are just two ingredients of this extraordinary book
which uncovers an astonishing reality right at the origins of the western world written by one of the
most highly acclaimed contemporary historians and experts in the field it provides dramatic new
evidence about the most important of ancient philosophers parmenides and revolutionizes our
understanding of the history of religion of the origins of philosophy and of western culture as a whole

In the Dark Places of Wisdom
1999

the celebrated literary critic and theorist of popular culture paul a cantor has predicted that the next
great work of art in the history of world civilization will be a videogame in the opinion of many gamers
dark souls comes closest to fulfilling this prophecy dark souls and philosophy takes us on an in depth
exploration of the popular graphic novel series and online rpg game in these path breaking essays
modern day philosophers attempt to examine explore and discuss dark souls creators their original
intent to entertain audiences and the various resulting effects of online video gaming communities
within western popular culture this is book 4 in our series pop culture and philosophy nicolas michaud

Dark Souls and Philosophy
2022-03-22

dark matter was not matter at all it was a theoretical brainteaser that finally philosophy had to
unscramble scientists of today do not like this idea but philosophy is capable to deal with theoretical
conundrums like dark matter first chapter which is like a combat between mathematical
counterintuitive physics and human commonsense explains that human commonsense equipped with
proper philosophical approach is capable to deal with the problem of dark matter after making a case
for philosophical method this book then challenges the fundamental convictions of the established
cosmology and explains that even many visible galaxies are located at light travel distance of many
hundred billion light years there is no dark matter in any of the so called proofs of the existence of
dark matter and mond is also an engineered and artificial solution this book has solved galactic
rotation problem using newton s theory and have shown that available theory was capable to explain
the flat rotation curves of galaxies without necessitating the existence of dark matter thus theory itself
is not challenged blamed or modified however understanding of scientists of their so called
counterintuitive theories is blamed for example to deal with the galactic rotation problem the relevant
part of newton s principia mathematica was proposition lxxiii theorem xxxiii whereas to deal with this
problem scientists had wrongfully applied proposition lxxi theorem xxxi obviously inaccurate
application of available theory resulted in a fake problem and dark matter only served as a ghost
solution to that bogus problem not only the galactic rotation other so called indicators of dark matter
like cluster dynamics gravitational lensing bullet cluster dark matter ring fluctuations in cmb
temperature and structures formation etc also have been explained without requiring the need for
dark matter overall this book has presented a strong case of the failure of counterintuitive regime of
established cosmology and physics

Philosophy Unscrambles Dark Matter
2019-09-24

is it in our nature to be altruistic or evil to make art use tools or create language is it in our nature to
think in any particular way for daniel l everett the answer is a resounding no it isn t in our nature to do
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any of these things because human nature does not exist at least not as we usually think of it flying in
the face of major trends in evolutionary psychology and related fields he offers a provocative and
compelling argument in this book that the only thing humans are hardwired for is freedom freedom
from evolutionary instinct and freedom to adapt to a variety of environmental and cultural contexts
everett sketches a blank slate picture of human cognition that focuses not on what is in the mind but
rather what the mind is in namely culture he draws on years of field research among the amazonian
people of the pirahã in order to carefully scrutinize various theories of cognitive instinct including
noam chomsky s foundational concept of universal grammar freud s notions of unconscious forces
adolf bastian s psychic unity of mankind and works on massive modularity by evolutionary
psychologists such as leda cosmides john tooby jerry fodor and steven pinker illuminating unique
characteristics of the pirahã language he demonstrates just how differently various cultures can make
us think and how vital culture is to our cognitive flexibility outlining the ways culture and individual
psychology operate symbiotically he posits a buddhist like conception of the cultural self as a set of
experiences united by various apperceptions episodic memories ranked values knowledge structures
and social roles and not in any shape or form biological instinct the result is fascinating portrait of the
dark matter of the mind one that shows that our greatest evolutionary adaptation is adaptability itself

Dark Matter of the Mind
2017-11-06

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Studies in John the Scot (Erigena): A Philosopher of the Dark
Ages
2019-02-22

hannah arendt is one of the most important political theorists of the twentieth century in her works she
grappled with the dark events of that century probing the nature of power authority and evil and
seeking to confront totalitarian horrors on their own terms this book focuses on how against the
professionalized discourses of theory arendt insists on the greater political importance of the ordinary
activity of thinking indeed she argues that the activity of thinking is the only reliable protection against
the horrors that buffeted the last century its essays explore and enact that activity which arendt calls
the habit of erecting obstacles to oversimplifications compromises and conventions most of the essays
were written for a conference at bard college celebrating the 100th anniversary of arendt s birth
arendt left her personal library and literary effects to bard and she is buried in the bard college
cemetery material from the bard archive such as a postcard to arendt from walter benjamin or her
annotation in her copy of machiavelli s the prince and images from her life are interspersed with the
essays in this volume the volume will offer provocations and insights to arendt scholars students
discovering arendt s work and general readers attracted to arendt s vision of the importance of
thinking in our own dark times
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Thinking in Dark Times
2010

we who are dark provides the first extended philosophical defense of black political solidarity tommie
shelby argues that we can reject a biological idea of race and agree with many criticisms of identity
politics yet still view black political solidarity as a needed emancipatory tool in developing his defense
of black solidarity he draws on the history of black political thought focusing on the canonical figures
of martin r delany and w e b du bois

We Who Are Dark
2009-06-30

martin versfeld 1909 1995 is one of south africa s greatest philosophers appreciated by academics and
activists poets and the broader public his masterful prose spans the tension between disquiet and joy
detractor of the violent trends of modernity a critic of apartheid from the first hour he was among the
first philosophers of ecology at the same time he celebrated the generosity of the world and advocated
an ethics of simplicity drawing on mediaeval theology and eastern wisdom his philosophy offered food
for thought in dark times of the 20th century as it still does for us in the 21st century this first book
length study on versfeld is an invitation to think with him on justice and exploitation cultural difference
and human nature religion and the environment time and connectedness

Martin Versfeld
2021-10-15

with the collapse of the han dynasty in 220 c e an entire system of state and intellectual organization
fell apart the brilliant wang bi and his generation of young scholars grew up in a no man s land without
teachers and orthodoxy defying the established school divisions they set out on a vigorous and daring
new philosophical inquiry which came to be known as xuanxue the scholarly exploration of the dark
they found subtle pointers in the laozi the book of changes and the analects of confucius about the
inequity of language and the ensuing need to proceed by subtle indications that ultimately led to a
philosophy of being in this book rudolf g wagner shows how wang bi s sophisticated analysis of subtle
pointers in the language of the laozi developed into an ontology that served as the basis for a political
philosophy of the ruler subject relationship and a guide for the public performance of an enlightened
ruler wang bi s work initiated the reading of the laozi the book of changes and the analects as
philosophical texts and has had a lasting impact on chinese philosophy

Language, Ontology, and Political Philosophy in China
2003-01-09

this book takes the reader on a philosophical quest to understand the dark side of emotions the
chapters are devoted to the analysis of negative emotions and are organized in a historical manner
spanning the period from ancient greece to the present time each chapter addresses analytical
questions about specific emotions generally considered to be unfavorable and classified as negative
the general aim of the volume is to describe the polymorphous and context sensitive nature of negative
emotions as well as changes in the ways people have interpreted these emotions across different
epochs the editors speak of the dark side of the emotions because their goal is to capture the
ambivalent unstable and shadowy aspects of emotions a number of studies have taken the categorial
distinction between positive and negative emotions for granted suggesting that negative emotions are
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especially significant for our psychological experience because they signal difficult situations for this
reason the editors stress the importance of raising analytical questions about the valence of particular
emotions and focussing on the features that make these emotions ambivalent how despite their
negativity such emotions may turn out to be positive this opens up a perspective in which each emotion
can be understood as a complex interlacing of negative and positive properties the collection presents
a thoughtful dialogue between philosophy and contemporary scientific research it offers the reader
insight by illuminating the dark side of the emotions

The Dark Side: Philosophical Reflections on the "Negative
Emotions"
2021

the new geological epoch we call the anthropocene is not just a scientific classification it marks a
radical transformation in the background conditions of life on earth one taken for granted by much of
who we are and what we hope for never before has a species possessed both a geological scale grasp
of the history of the earth and a sober understanding of its own likely fate our situation forces us to
confront questions both philosophical and of real practical urgency we need to rethink who we are
what agency means today how to deal with the passions stirred by our circumstances whether our
manner of dwelling on earth is open to change and ultimately what is to be done our future that of our
species and of all the fellow travelers on the planet depend on it the real world consequences of
climate change bring new significance to some very traditional philosophical questions about reason
agency responsibility community and man s place in nature the focus is shifting from imagining and
promoting the good life to the survival of the species deep time dark times challenges us to reimagine
ourselves as a species taking on a geological consciousness drawing promiscuously on the work of
nietzsche heidegger foucault derrida deleuze and other contemporary french thinkers as well as the
science of climate change david wood reflects on the historical series of displacements and de
centerings of both the privilege of the earth and of the human from copernicus through darwin and
freud to the declaration of the age of the anthropocene he argues for the need to develop a new
temporal phronesis and to radically rethink who we are in respect to solidarity with other humans and
responsibility for the nonhuman stakeholders with which we share the planet in these brief lively
chapters wood poses a range of questions centered on our individual and collective political agency
might not human exceptionalism be reborn as a sort of hyperbolic responsibility rather than privilege
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Deep Time, Dark Times
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